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ABSTRACT
Background: Nurses provide the majority of direct care to their patients around the
clock from admission to discharge. The growing awareness for the concept of care
makes a bridge between ability to understand patient expectations/complains and
choosing the curative and therapeutic approaches. Holistic care approaches are crucial
to improve high quality of care starting from undergraduate level of nursing until being
responsible for patients.

Purposes of the Study: The purpose of this study is to identify and evaluate the
perception of nursing student caring performance based on Watson’s Theory of Human
Caring observation tool.
Designs and Methods: Cross-sectional descriptive, comparative and correlational
design was conducted. A sample of 200 undergraduate nursing students recruited
conveniently between two Jordanian universities applied the Behavioral Care
Assessment tool, an independent t-test, one-way ANOVA method, and a Pearson
correlation conducted to answer research questions.
Conclusion: Nursing policies that consider the concept of care may be developed as a
baseline training program for nursing students in the undergraduate program in nursing
faculties to improve the quality of care that provided to the patients
Keywords: nurse, student, care, performance, Jordan, university.
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CHAPTER ONE
1.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the dimensions of the research problem regarding caring
performance among undergraduate nursing students based on human caring theory. It
also includes the purposes, significance, research questions, and the theoretical and
operational definitions for main variables of the study.
1.2 Background
The word “nursing” means nurturance and care, nursing a round the clock is
caring performance profession; nurses provide the majority of direct clinical care to their
patients from admission to discharge (McHugh & Stimpfel, 2012).
Caring is considered as vital component of the nursing profession. Caring is
classified important desirable competency should the nursing students have during their
undergraduate degree because they are future nurses. Along with educating nursing
students about being professional during their clinical caring behaviors, still there are
challenges face them in defining and practicing care as taught in their undergraduate
level (Richardson, Percy, & Hughes, 2015).
The professional role of caring among nurses is the role that nursing students
have learned during their clinical experience, nursing students in Jordan are challenged
with many stressors in clinical settings, they should have the coping strategy to face
these challenges and improve the quality of their work and care to the patients during
their clinical settings.
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Caring has been at the focus of nursing before acquiring its uniqueness as a
profession, Holistic care is being familiar with a person as a whole and allowing the
interdependence among person’s psychological, biological, spiritual and social
approach, If the intention of holistic caring performance is present inside the mind of
nursing students because they are the future of nursing profession and they are the health
care providers for tomorrow, we need to change the concept of caring, we can start with
changing the perception of nursing students which will indirectly affect the improvement
of caring performance from their perception.
Recognizing factors affecting the student stressors impact on students’ caring
performance would help in restructuring the curriculum of nursing education program to
empower the students in the clinical settings to deal effectively with caring performance
behaviors among Jordanian nursing students (Akhu-Zaheya, Shaban, & Khater, 2015).
The National League for Nurses supports the positive working relationships
between clinical instructors and students (Jackson & Halstead, 2016). Through effective
role modeling, the demonstration of caring behaviors by faculty members can entail a
key factor in influencing learners’ perceptions for caring behaviors importance in
nursing profession. Students learn the professional role of caring through clinical
learning experiences and the modeling of caring behaviors that their faculty
demonstrates (Mikkonen, Kyngäs, & Kääriäinen, 2015). However, more efforts are
needed to integrate the holistic care approach concepts in nursing curriculum, in order to
develop and test the holistic nursing conceptual framework in nursing education
(Melhem, Zeilani, Zaqqout, Ajwad, Shawadfeh, & Al-Rahim, 2016). Consequently, this
2

study focused on examining the student nurses’ perceptions of clinical faculties’ caring
behaviors.
1.3 Problem statement
Theoretical works in nursing direct the perception of critical thinking process and
have a positive influence on direct nursing practice (Bond, et al., 2011). The caring
theory has been used nationally and internationally as a guide for educational curricula,
clinical practice, and for research as well as for administrative directions for nursing
discipline (Watson & Woodward, 2010).
There are many caring theories; but Watson still has the concept of caring as
central to the discipline of nursing more than other health professions (Alligood M. ,
2013). Moreover, bed side critical care nurses could understand a caring theory in order
to utilize it as a routine in their daily clinical practice such as Watson’s theory; which is
considered an outstanding framework that can be applied with different population
cultures and in different settings (Lukose, 2011). Undergraduate nursing students has to
be aware for these concepts to connect the theoretical knowledge with practice more
closely to improve the continuity of nursing care for the future health care provision.
In Jordan, few studies used Watson’s theory to measure nurses perception of care
and family satisfaction with this care. One of these studies reported the training program
effectiveness based on human caring theory among female nurses (Lash, 2008). Another
study adduced the caring performance as perceived by nurses in relations to patient’s
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satisfaction not families satisfaction for the provided care (Sayyah, 2014). This study
was recruited in nursing faculties among undergraduate students.
A latter study reported that nurses have a significant role toward physical and
technical caring performance in ICU in Jordan; from their perception (Omari,
AbuAlRub, & Ayasreh, 2013). Another recent study was conducted to study the
perception of critical care nurses for caring behaviors and its association to families’
satisfaction (AboShindi, 2017). There are many studies reported the stressors that faced
undergraduate nursing students in Jordan (Akhu-Zaheya, Shaban, & Khater, 2015;
Shaban, Khater, & Akhu-Zaheya, 2012; Al-Zayyat & Al-Gamal, 2014), but until now,
little is known regarding the student’s nurses of caring performance.
Numerous studies in literature have shown a gap in the field of perception of
critical nursing regarding their perception performed care as well among nursing
students (Jeffries, et al., 2013; Eggenberger & Sander, 2016). Moreover, little is known
regarding how this perception could be predicted from the socio-demographics of
student nurses depending on Watson’s Theory. National as well as international studies
reported the importance of caring performance to improve the quality of care (Aiken, et
al., 2012). This could avoid the unintended consequences. Therefore, this study added
knowledge that may enrich the professional nursing performance of care, depending on
Watson’s theory of human caring. Then, nurse’s student today will be the nursing staff
for tomorrow.
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Moreover, this study presented certain benefits for the academic and scientific
community of the health care providers in Jordan, by increasing the body of knowledge
regarding caring concept in Jordanian universities as a baseline data for a future studies
or training programs for nursing students. The academics are prepared as leaders within
the health care organization to enhance the integration of Watson’s theory and move the
theory from a theoretical to clinical level. So, this study presented empirical connection
between theory and practice to them to get high quality of care from treating patients
under the umbrella of holistic care.
1.5 Purposes and Objectives
The current study purpose was to evaluate the perception of caring
performance among Jordanian undergraduate nursing students.
This analytical study serves as a basis for further researches to evaluate the
perception of caring performance among those Jordanian undergraduate nursing students
who are studying in Jordanian universities.
1.6 Objectives

1. Explore the caring performance level among undergraduate nursing students in
daily work practice in Jordanian universities based on Jean Watson’s Theory of
Human Caring.
2. Examine how caring performance perception is perceived by undergraduate
nursing students

5

3. The association between the perception of nursing students for caring
performance and the socio-demographic characteristics (age, gender, marital
status, years of university)
1.7 Research Questions
1. What is the perception level of undergraduate nursing student’s performance of
care depending on Watson’s theory of human caring during their clinical practice?
2. Are there correlations between the perception of caring performance and the
sociodemographic characteristics among nursing students?
1.8 Variables of the study
The dependent variable in the study is the caring performance which was defined in the
Table 1. The independent variables in the study are the undergraduate nursing students
characteristics (Age, years of study, gender, marital status).

6

Table 1 Definitions of the Main Variables.
Variables

Theoretical Definition

Operational Definition

Caring

Caring: “Feeling and

Caring performance will be

Performance

exhibiting concern and

measured using the Arabic

empathy for others (The

version of Caring Behavior

American Heritage Dictionary,

assessment tool (CBA) based on

2016)

Watson’s theory of human

Performance: The execution

caring (Cronin & Harrison,

of an action (Webster Merriam

1988).

Dictionary, 2008)
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents the literature of the undergraduate nursing students caring
performance within the existed literature. The chapter begins to discuss the concept of
caring that influences the conceptualization of nursing profession, presents the previous
studies regarding caring and the Watson’s Theory application. Also, it shows the
provided care for patients from the perception of nursing students. After that, the chapter
proceeds to review research studies that support the connection between undergraduate
nurse caring performance and socio-demographic characteristics.
2.1 The Concept of Caring
Over the last two decades, there has been a rising in the awareness for the
concept of caring in nursing, which was proven by analyzing the nursing publications,
theory debates, curriculum constructions, seminars, and varying of professional policies
(Swanson, 2012).
According to Webster’s dictionary, care is defined as “painstaking or watchful
attention, regard coming from desire or esteem, charge and supervision” (Webster
Merriam Dictionary, 2008). Whereas in Oxford Dictionary care is defined as “The
provision of what is necessary for the health, welfare, maintenance, and protection of
someone or something” (Oxford Dictionary, 2016). In the Collins Time English
Dictionay & Thesaurus (2000), care is defined as “communicated authenticity, regard,
empathy; these three qualities are believed to be essential in the therapist practicing
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client-centered therapy”. The thesaurus section lists the synonyms for ‘caring’ as:
“compassionate, considerate, kindly, loving, receptive, responsive, sensitive, soft, softhearted, sympathetic, tender, and warm-hearted”.
Caring has been defined from different perspectives of the theorists. Florence
Nightingale, the originator of nursing in modern period, was the first theorist who used
the concept of caring in nursing discipline. She presented caring as “helping patients to
survive by placing them in the best possible condition for nature to work upon them”
(Alligood M. , 2014). Another author explain caring concept is concluded from what
Benner termed “presenting”, and that’s being with the patient in the approach that the
patient senses not only cared for in relations of practical performance, but also cared
about and valued as a person (Benner, 1984). Different concept definitions for caring
among various theories or practice concluded that there is a consensus regarding the
definition of caring concept, in theory as well as, in clinical practice based on Theory of
human caring; Watson defined caring as “activities provided by nurses to their critically
ill patients, which range from biophysical to interpersonal care” (Ranheim, Kärner, &
Berte, 2012).
According to Leininger, “Nursing came from the word of nurturing that
contained ideas of caring, growth, and support.” Leininger mentioned that “caring is the
dominant intellectual, theoretical, heuristic mode, and a central practice focus of
nursing; no other profession is so totally concerned with caring behaviors, caring
processes and caring relationships than nursing” (Foong , 2006)
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As for the distinctiveness of care; Watson presented care as “the ethical and
moral ideal of nursing with interpersonal and humanistic qualities. It is a complex
concept involving development of a range of knowledge, skills, and expertise that
encompass

holism,

empathy,

communication,

clinical

competence,

technical

proficiency, and interpersonal skills” (Watson, 1988).
Recently, a study was conducted to find the perception of caring behavior among
undergraduate nursing students using qualitative design to find that that students
enrolled in nursing specialty with a deep humanistic concept for caring on theoretical
and clinical levels. At first clinical areas has enhance and support this vision. Several
internal and external challenges for caring have been reported to face students, such as
the gap between their ideal of caring at the theoretical books and their clinical practice of
caring in the reality (Dobrowolska & Palese, 2016).
McCance and others reported caring as an important nursing concept, which
resulted in the development of different theories of caring such as Leininger’s Theory
which is related to culture of caring and Watson’s Theory of Human Caring (both found
in the 1970s). Moreover, Simon Roach’s theory, and Boykin and Schoenherr’s
(McCance, McKenna , & Boore , 1999). In the same study, the authors compare between
these theories concluded that the development of these theories supported the increasing
of care acknowledgement as an essential concept in the nursing, and these theories are
grounded humanism level theories in nursing is based on a human science. Moreover,
researches categorize Watson’s theory as middle range theory, but the other three
theories are grand theories in the scope of practice. Middle range theories, like Watson’s
10

theory, present caring as less abstract fashion than grand theory scope, and consider the
theory to be more applicable in practice than other theories (McCance, McKenna , &
Boore , 1999). For this reason, Watson’s theory of human caring used in this study.
Current study recommended to learn nursing students using a developed material
for using compassion and empathy during their clinical training. Some models could be
used among undergraduate nursing students to help them in building therapeutic
relationship with their patients in the clinical settings, as well as, to move the students
towards therapeutic advantage of using caring concept (Richardson, Percy, & Hughes,
2015).
2.2 Watson’s Theory of Human Caring
The origin of Human Caring derived from Watson’s mission to consider dignity
to nursing and patient care (Watson, 2012). Watson had two major life events among
short time that stimulated her more to make such theory of caring in 2005. These two
major life events were her left eye loosed among an accident in 1997, the second event
was her husband died at young age 1998. Her work has helped to establish an ethical and
philosophical foundation for the profound human dimensions of nursing as cited in
Alligood & Tomey, 2014.
While Watson was instructing at the University of Colorado, the theory of human
caring had been developed during 1975 to 1979. It derived from her perception about
nursing profession, along with her doctoral researches in educational, clinical, and social
psychology. She confirmed that: "From my emerging perspective, I make explicit that
11

nursing’s values, ethics, philosophy, knowledge, and practices of human caring require
language order, structure, and clarity of concepts and worldview underlying nursing as a
distinct discipline and profession. The theory goes beyond the dominant physical
worldview and opens to subjective, inter-subjective, and inner meaning, underlying
healing processes and the life world of the experiencing person" (Watson, 1997).
The purposes of Watson’s theory were to help the patient for being harmony
between the mind, body and soul or spirit, which is met by caring transactions. It also
contribute the transpersonal caring relationship, which is a result of real action of caring.
It conveys a concern for the inner life; the patient is observed as a whole regardless
his/her illness (Watson, 2012). The transpersonal nurse connected and embrace the spirit
or soul of the patient through the car and healing process (Vance, 2003). Watson (1988)
addressed that human care need knowledge of human behavior in addition to responses
for real or anticipated health complications which are knowledge of how to meet others’
needs, knowledge of individual forces and limitations, knowledge of the other person,
his/her forces and limitations, and the importance of the situation for him/her or others,
and knowledge the comfort strategies, and suggest compassion and empathy (Watson,
1988).
Watson built her theory of nursing care based on ten carative factors renovated
to action as a caritas process. Caritas came from a Latin word which means “to cherish
and appreciate, giving special attention to, or loving”; it is when we embrace caring and
love in our work and life that we discover and affirm that nursing, like teaching, is more
than just a job; it is also a life giving and life receiving career for a lifetime of growth
12

and learning (Watson, 2007). Each one of these carative factors has a dynamic
component that is relative to the individuals involved in the relationship as encompassed
by nursing. These carative factors were identified as the fundamental elements for caring
in nursing (Watson, 2012). Watson imagined that without them, nurses may not perform
professional nursing, but rather as technicians or skilled workers within the structure of
medical techno cure science (Alligood M. , 2014). Nevertheless, carrying out these
carative factors is considered as a bridge which helps nurses to cross over the traditional
work to advance in nursing practice (Alligood M, 2013). According to Watson’s theory
of human caring (Watson, 1999) (p# 35) The 10 Carative Factors are:
1.

“Formation of a humanistic-altruistic system of values

2.

Instillation of faith-hope

3.

Cultivation of sensitivity to self and others

4.

Development of a helping-trusting, human caring relationship

5.

Promotion and acceptance of the expression of positive and negative

feelings
6.

Systematic use of a creative problem-solving caring process

7.

Promotion of transpersonal teaching-learning

8.

Provision for a supportive, protective, and/or corrective mental, physical,

social, and spiritual environment
9.

Assistance with gratification of human needs

10.

Allowance for Existential-phenomenological-spiritual forces"
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Three Carative Factors make Watson's theory unique compared with previous
similar nursing theories. First, it concentrated on the importance of the lived experience
for both nurses and patients with each other. Second, the theory recognizes the unique
dimensions of mind-body-spirit to deal with patient as a whole not in parts, and this is an
essential part of caring in ICU. Third, Watson's theory acknowledges multiple ways of
knowing; including empirical, aesthetic, ethical, and personal knowing (Rafael, 2000).
2.3 Nursing Students Perception of Caring Behavior
Recently, a study was conducted to find the perception of caring behavior among
undergraduate nursing students using qualitative design to find that that students
enrolled in nursing specialty with a deep humanistic concept for caring on theoretical
and clinical levels. At first clinical areas has enhance and support this vision. Several
internal and external challenges for caring have been reported to face students, such as
the gap between their ideal of caring at the theoretical books and their clinical practice of
caring in the reality (Dobrowolska & Palese, 2016).
A recent cross-cultural international study reported nurses’ perceptions of the
caring behaviors. This descriptive comparative survey was used to interpret the
perception of surgical nurses. The survey was done on 1195 nurses; 92% of them were
females, from 34 hospitals among six different European countries. It revealed that there
are statistical significant differences between these countries in the nurses’ perception of
care depending on their demographics, which were gender, age, years of total
experience, years of experience in the unit, and type of work (Papastavrou, et al., 2012).
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A randomized control study investigated the effectiveness of nursing care,
depending on Watson’s Theory of Human Caring, among infertile women. The
intervention group that has received nursing care based on the Theory of Human Caring
had a significant decrease in the negative outcomes of the treatment more than the other
group which was received the standardized care without applying the carative factors of
Watson’s Theory (Arslan‐Özkan, Okumuş, & Bul, 2014).
Attia, Abd-Elaziz, and Kandeel conducted a study highlighted the barriers of
caring performance in ICU as perceived by nurses, depending on the Theory of human
caring. These barriers involve nurses’ workload, families who do not understand life
saving measures, families who frequently ask for patient’s condition updates, and lack of
training and education for the critical care units about family’s role in the provided care
(Attia, Abd-Elaziz, & Kandeel, 2012).
Nonetheless, it should be noted that there is a disagreement between the
classifications of the most important nursing care performance as perceived by nurses
themselves depending on Watson’s Theory carative factors and using CBA tool. One
descriptive study in Jordan showed that there are ten important caring performances
which include the ten carative factors of Watson’s theory, and classified the cognitive
aspect of care nurses, teaching behavior, as more important caring behavior than other
behavior as emotional or spiritual support as perceived by critical care nurses (Omari,
AbuAlRub, & Ayasreh, 2013). This result is inconsistent with O’Connell & Landers
(2008) who found that the emotional dimensions and support as the most important care
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behavior as perceived by critical care nurses depending on ten carative factors of
Watson’s theory.
A recent descriptive study in Jordan was conducted to explore and compare
patients and nurses’ perceptions towards caring behaviors and it’s effect on patient’s
satisfaction. It relied on Watson’s Theory and used the CBA tool for the nurses’
perception of caring behaviors. The most important point of caring behavior, as
percieved by nurses, was “to know what we are doing”, while patients adopted “to treat
me with respect” as the most important one. Both nurses and patients percieved that
technical as well as emotional aspects of care are important caring behaviors. The
highest score for the most important patients’ perception of nursing care behavior was
the level of patients’ satisfaction with the provided care. This study is considered as
evidence for the feasibility of Watson’s Theory of Human caring in the Arabic culture
(Sayyah, 2014).
Previous study recommended to integrate the theory of human caring in nursing
curriculum for undergraduate nursing students. In order to have positive role and
professional modeling by their instructors to enhance the quality of care provided
(Labrague, McEnroe‐Petitte, Papathanasiou, Edet, & Arulappan, 2015). Another study is
consistent with this study, revealed that students started their undergraduate degree of
nursing in deep humanistic view for caring concept and they are happy to start the first
day in clinical settings to implement this view. Some obstacles will be faced by nursing
students including stress, and some gaps between ideal of caring in theories and in
clinical reality (Dobrowolska & Palese, 2016).
16

Current studies recommended learning nursing students using a developed
material for using compassion and empathy during their clinical training. Some models
could be used among undergraduate nursing students to help them in building
therapeutic relationship with their patients in the clinical settings, as well as, to move the
students towards therapeutic advantage of using caring concept.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
This chapter presents the methodological approach that was used to study the
caring performance as perceived by undergraduate nursing students in Jordan
Universities. Also, it includes the study design, population, setting, sample and sampling
technique, sample size, instruments and ethical considerations, data collection plan, and
planned statistical analysis that were used in this study.
3.1 Study Design
A cross-sectional descriptive, comparative and correlational design was
conducted to explore the caring performance as perceived by Jordanian undergraduate
nursing students. Descriptive designs are commonly used among health field
practitioners including nurses, because they have some ethical considerations that
control the manipulation of independent variables to serve human ethical considerations
(Creswell, 2009). Furthermore, descriptive designs have resulted in huge amounts of
data related to the measured phenomena, and they can be considered as a baseline data
for future experimental studies (Polit & Beck, 2013).
3.2 Setting
Al-Zarqaa is the second biggest city in terms of population after the capital city
Amman. it has more than 635,160 inhabitants and it is located 15 miles (24 km)
northeast of Amman .This study was conducted in two universities in Al-Zarqaa: the
Hashemite university (HU) which is a public established in 1995 and Zarqa university
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which isa private university one. The Faculty of Nursing at the HU was founded in 1999
to meet the need for nurses in Jordan. It includes three departments offering a four-year
bachelor's degree in nursing: Adult Health Nursing Department; Women, Child and
Family Health Department; and Community and Mental Health Department. The
Faculty of nursing also provides two MA degree programs in Cancer Nursing and Adult
Health Nursing .The Faculty was ranked the first among other Jordanian Faculties in the
National Competency Exam and by the Higher Education Accreditation Commission in
2007. Zarqa university, on the other hand, was established in 1994 and offers 43 majors
including nursing. The faculty of Nursing which was launched in 2006-2007 provides
the Jordanian labor market with qualified and skillful nurses. As the HU faculty of
Nursing, the faculty in Zarqa university provides

BA and MA degree programs.

Furthermore, the faculty members in the two university utilize updated teaching methods
as well as clinical training in governmental and private hospitals and health centers.
3.3 Sample and Sampling
The targeted population in the current study were the undergraduate nursing
students in the faculty of nursing in Jordan universities. The inclusion criteria for
nursing students were (a) bachelor degree nurses students and (b) have started study
more than two semesters at the university (c) speak and read Arabic (d) voluntarily
agreed to participate in the study through informed consent.
The sample size was calculated using G power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, &
Buchner, 2007), applying one-way ANOVA for students; one-way ANOVA (F test) get
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the highest total sample size. Accordingly, the sample size that will have moderate effect
size of 0.25, power of 80% and α = 0.05; A total of 180 undergraduate nursing students
will participate in this study. Added to this sample 20 % as an attrition ratio to prevent
missing and error to get 200 undergraduate students were participated in this study.
3.4 Ethical Considerations
Before starting data collection, the ethical approval was obtained from the ethical
write and scientific committee of the Faculty of Nursing at the University as documented
below in Appendix (5), and from Institutional reviews board of each participating
universities as reported in Appendix (6). Moreover, approval from the university
students at nursing faculty was obtained. The students who meet the inclusion criteria
was invited to participate after receiving detailed information from the researcher, who
was available at the time of the data collection at the university to approach them if they
have any questions and to ensure that the questionnaire filling is in the proper way. The
information were about the purposes of the study, significance, benefits and risks.
Moreover, consent form be obtained from all participants who meet the inclusion criteria
after informing them that it is voluntary to be a participant and they can withdraw from
the study at any time without any physical or emotional harm in their marks or
university achievement. Also, the consent form has clear statement that the participation
is totally voluntary without any risk of participation or withdrawal from the study.
Appendix (1) includes the permission from the authors of CBA tool. Appendix
(2) includes socio-demographic data of mursing students. Appendix (3) includes
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informed consents for undergraduate nursing students. Appendix (4) is the caring
behaviors tool Arabic and English version. Appendix (5) is the decision of Near East
University ethics committee (Cyprus). Appendix (6) is the approval from the recruited
universities.
3.5 Data collection procedure
Data collection started after getting the ethical approval. The Dean of nursing
students of all included universities have served to give the list of students that match the
inclusion criteria and how to access them to fill out the questionnaire. Data were
collected using self-reported questionnaires from undergraduate nursing students
between June- July 2019. Also, the researcher requested to get an empty room or class
for the students to fill out the questionnaire, and the time of filling the student nurses for
questionnaire was arranged with the Faculty Dean for (10-15) minutes.
After filling the questionnaires, the researcher was directly checked for any
missing data. Finally, questionnaires were transferred to a statistical software program
(by data entry) for screening and analysis purposes, and were put back in a closed
cupboard at the researcher office at the School of Nursing then destroy the data when
finished the study.
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3.6 Instrument
3.6.1 Questionnaire for nurses’ students
The first part includes the socio-demographic data (App 2) which was developed by the
researcher; the second one contained the Arabic version of Caring Behavior Assessment
(CBA) tool (App 3) (Cronin & Harrison, 1988).
A systematic review of literature was done to synthesize the current caring tools
and caring outcomes. It reported that it is difficult to conclude the commonalities and the
differences between the ten included caring behaviors tools (Drake, 2016). So, there are
numerous tools to measure caring performance, including CBA tool as the earliest
published instrument. This tool was conducted by Cronin & Harrison (1988) in their
studying of the care provided to twenty two Myocardial Infarction patients during their
stay in coronary care unit as noted by patients. The CBA was used to measure the
nursing care performed. It contained 7 subscales with 61 nursing behaviors rated on 5
Liker scale, based on Watson’s ten carative factors. They found out that teaching and
monitoring the patient’s condition is the most important caring behavior. Another study
that used the CBA tool for 393 patients, drawn from three hospitals in three different
regions of Saudi Arabia, found that treating with respect and giving painkillers when
needed is the most important caring behavior as reported by patients (Suliman,
Welmann, Omer, & Thomas, 2009).
The permission for using the CBA tool was obtained from Cronin and Harrison.
CBA includes 63 items; these items are rated on five-point Liker scale depending on
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Watson’s Carative Factors. These scale points reflect the importance of nursing
behavior from 1 = the least important; to 5= the most important caring behavior. Also,
the items are classified into seven subscales: (1) Humanism/ Faith–Hope/ Sensitivity
(2) Helping/Trust (3) Expression of positive/negative feelings (4) Teaching/ Learning
(5) Supportive/ protective/corrective environment (6) Human needs assistance and (7)
Existential/Phenomenological/Spiritual forces. The scores of CBA range from 63 – 315
the larger number indicates higher level of care provided.
The English version of CBA scale was established with face and content validity
by Cronin and Harrison from 0.66 – 0.90 using the expertise of four scholars who were
familiar with Watson’s theory to re-categorize the subscales. The Cronbach’s alpha
coefficients of the CBA subscales range from 0.66 – 0.90. The alpha coefficient of the
CBA subscales in this study for patients and nurses range from 0.62 –.97 and 0.70 –
0.93, respectively (Charlson, Pompei, Ales, & MacKenzie, 1987). The alpha coefficients
of the total CBA scale for patients and nurses are 0.80 and 0.91.
In this study CBA scale used in Arabic language for nurse students and it has
been used before in Jordan by Sayyah (2014) among nurses in Jordan. The overall
content validity was .98 as mentionned in Sayyah (2014) study with average from 0.871.00, which is considered excelent compared to the original instrument validity. Watson
(2009) reported the reliability for this Arabic version of each subscale is 0.75 or greater
which is considered good compared with the original instrument.
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3.7 Analysis
3.7.1 Preliminary Analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 21 (IBM, 2012). Double check for the data entry was performed to prevent data
entry error. After that, tendency measure, minimum, maximum, and frequency measures
were conducted to screen data for any outliers or missing data. Missing data found 3
times in the caring performance questions, these missing did not exceed 5 % and it were
replaced by the mean (Polit & Beck, 2013). For continuous variables, such as age of
students box plots and histogram showed that distribution was positive skewness for
these variables (Munro, 2010).
3.7.2 Parametric assumptions
Normality. The mean score of the main study variables of caring performance
was computed. Normality was evaluated using frequency distribution, skewness and
kurtosis values near zero between -1 to +1 (Pallant , 2011).
Linearity, Independence, and Homogeneity of Variance. Linearity mean that
the relationship between variables is nearly has linear shape

(Field, 2009).

Independence mean that each value of the dependent variables is not affected by other
values, while homogeneity of variance assumes that at any level of data set the data will
have equal.
To answer the first research question (What is the perception level of
undergraduate nursing student’s performance of care depending on Watson’s theory of
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human caring during their clinical practice?), descriptive statistics using mean, standard
deviation, and range were used. To answer the second research question (Are there
correlations between the perception of nursing students for caring performance and the
socio-demographic characteristics?), Pearson r correlation was used.
T-test was used to compare two categorical variables and one-way ANOVA was
used to evaluate categorical variables of three and above. For further analysis, post-hoc
analysis correction was used. Significance level was accepted at the level of 0.05.
3.7.3 Limitation
This study has a possibility of bias because of the random selection of the nursing
students. Moreover, convenience sampling could decrease the generalize ability of the
result. Random sampling use could be effective for future studies. Furthermore, this
study clarified the nursing students perception for the importance of caring behaviors but
may be it could have a better view if this study will be compared the perception of care
between nursing instructors and students at the same universities to correlate them with
each other.
3.7.4 Strength
This study has a strength of its consideration for baseline data that will open the
door for future studies regarding engaging the nursing students with the provided care to
their patients. Moreover, to change the caring concept from the theoretical to empirical
level considering it as culturally sensitive care depending on carative factors of
Watson’s Theory of human caring.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to explore the caring performance of the
undergraduate nursing students. This chapter presents the descriptive statistics of the
demographic characteristics of the undergraduate nursing student. Inferential statistics
were conducted to answer the research questions.
The researcher distributed 220 questionnaires among undergraduate nursing
students at the recruited universities. Only 200 questionnaires were filled and returned
making the response rate of 90 %.
Description of the Caring Performance among Undergraduate Nursing Students

Table 4.1 Description of the main study variables (n=200)
Variable
n
Minimum
Maximum
Mean

Skewness

Kurtosis

0.172

0.342

(SD)
CBA

200

2.46

4.81

3.58
(0.53)

Table (4.1) above shows the descriptive statistics for the main study variables,
Perceived importance of nursing students caring performance represented as Caring
Behavior Assessment (CBA), Data are normally distributed and within acceptable level
of skewness from -1 to 1 (Munro, 2010).
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Description of Nursing Students’ Characteristics

Table 4.2 Demographic Characteristics of Nursing Students (n = 200)
Variable

n

%

Male

104

51.6 %

Female

96

48.4 %

Single

137

68.5 %

Married

58

29.0 %

Divorced

5

2.5 %

1styear

84

42.0 %

4th year

116

58.0%

Governmental

129

64.5 %

Private

71

35.5 %

Gender

Marital status

Years of Study

University type

Table (4.2) shows that out of 200 undergraduate nursing students participated in
this study, 104 (51.6 %) nurses were male. The mean age was 21 years (SD = 6.63)
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ranged from 18-30 years. The recruited students were from two different universities.
The majority of students were from governmental university 129 (64.5 %). The students
were recruited more than two semesters of study that mean more than one year at the
university, so they were classified by years; first and fourth year of study as mentioned
in Table (4.2) above.
Description of the Caring Performance as perceived by Undergraduate Nursing
Students

Table 4.3 Ranking of CBA Subscales as Perceived by Undergraduate Nursing
Students (n=200)
Item Subscales

M (SD)

Items #

Carative Factor

Total CBA mean score

3.58 (0.53)

1.0- 63

1- 10

1

Human needs assistance

3.92 (0.54)

52 – 60

9.00

2

Supportive/protective/corrective

3.70 (0.57)

40 – 51

8.00

environment
3

Humanism/faith-hope/ sensitivity

3.70 (0.53)

1.0- 16

1–3

4

Teaching/ learning

3.55 (0.70)

32 - 39

7.00

5

Expression

negative 3.37 (0.76)

28 - 31

5.00

positive

and

feelings
6

Helping/ trust

3.24 (0.63)

17 - 27

4.00

7

Existential/phenomenological/

3.14 (0.54)

61 - 63

10.0

spiritual
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To answer the first research question, descriptive statistics which include mean
and standard deviation of CBA subscale scores were used. The CBA mean score was
compared with the previously illustrated criteria for evaluating the caring performance to
get three categories; high level of caring performance from 3.65 -5.0, average level from
2.34- 3.67, and low level of caring performance from 1-2.33. As shown in Table 4.3, the
CBA mean score in this study reported average level of caring performance as perceived
by the undergraduate nurses (3.58 ± 0.53).
Undergraduate nursing students perceived that existential/ phenomenological/
spiritual subscale as the least important to be performed and was the lowest mean score
(3.14 ± 0.54) which represented the carative factor 10 of Watson’s theory “allowance
for existential-phenomenological-spiritual forces” and included three items out of 63
items of CBA.
Table 4.4 The Top 10 Important Caring Behaviors as Perceived by Undergraduate
Nursing Students in Jordan (n=200)
Item# Item
47

Mean

Respect patients’ modesty (for 4.51
example.

Keeping

the

SD
0.65

patient

covered)
53

Know how to handle equipment 4.42

0.64

without harm
54

Give treatments and medications 4.42

0.62

on time
55

Keeps

the

patient’s

family 4.41

informed of his/her progress

29

0.68

45

Give the patient his/ her pain 4.28

0.72

medication when need it
16

Treat patient with respect

4.22

0.72

17

Really listen to the patient when 4.13

0.75

talk
60

Seems to how patient feel

4.13

0.82

4

Reassure patient

4.09

2.89

23

Answer quickly when patient need 4.03

0.77

you

However, human needs assistance subscale had the highest mean score of 3.92
which represented the carative factor 9 “Assistance with gratification of human needs”
as shown in the Table (4.3). Moreover, four out of ten items from this subscale listed in
the top ten important nurses caring behaviors as a nursing student with high level of
caring performance mean score more than 4.28. These items included "Respect patients’
modesty (for example. Keeping the patient covered) "4.51, “know how to handle
equipment”4.42, “give treatments and medications on time”4.42, “keeps the patient’s
family informed of his/her progress”4.41. as reported in the Table (4.4).
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Table 4.5 The Least 10 Important Caring Behaviors as Perceived by
Undergraduate Nursing Students in Jordan (n=200)
Item# Item
62

Mean

Help the patient to feel well bout 3.16

SD
0.87

him/herself
31

Understand wen patient need to be 3.11

0.85

alone
39

Help the patient plan for discharge 3.11

0.94

from hospital
30

Help the patient understand his/her 3.10

0.93

feelings
40

Tell patient what to expect during 2.82

0.98

the day
19

Come into room just to check 2.78

1.18

him/her
20

Talk about patient’s life outside 2.50

1.18

hospital
21

Ask the patient what she/ he liked 2.48

1.22

to called
26

Touch the patient when she needs 2.38

1.24

according to cultural values
25

Visit patient if he/she moved to 2.18
another hospital unit

31

1.21

One item of this subscale recognized from the least 10 important caring behavior item
mean score out of 63 items (3.16 ± 0.87) which was “help the patient feel well about
him/ herself”.
Correspondingly, helping/trust subscale was perceived as the second lowest
subscale (3.24 ± 0.63) which represented the carative factor 4 “Development of a
helping-trusting, human caring relationship”. Further, five items of this subscale were
reported with the least 10 important caring behaviors which were “come into patient’s
room just to check him/her”, talk about patient’s life outside hospital”, “Ask the patient
what she/ he liked to called”, “Touch the patient when she needs according to cultural
values”, and the least item “Visit patient if he/she moved to another hospital unit” with
mean score of 2.78, 2,50, 2,48, 2.38, and 2.18 respectively. As reported in the Table 4.5.

Description Among Undergraduate Nursing Students in Perception of Caring
Behavior Based on Their Characteristics

Table 4.6 Comparison of CBA mean score based on the characteristics of nursing
students (n=200)
Variable

CBA mean (SD)

Test statistics

p

Post hoc
Bonferroni

Gender
1. Male

3.32 (0.47)

2. Female

3.87 (0.44)

t=

32

8.40 *

0.00

Years of study

t=

1st year

3.74 (0.39)

4th year

3.48 (0.60)

University Type
1. Governmental

3.49 (0.51)

2. Private

3.76 (0.53)

Marital status

3.46 (0.54)

1. Single

3.87 (0.39)

2 Divorced

3.92 (0.58)

3.63 *

0.001

t= -3.43 *

0.001

F=

0.000

14.75 *

3> 1 **

3. Married
*

p ≤ 0.01

To answer the second research questions, inferential statistics were used
according to the level of measurement of each variable. In this study the characteristics
of nursing students were at categorical level of data which are the independent variables
and the dependent variables is the mean score of caring behavior tool at continuous level
of measurement. After testing the assumptions of independent t-test and ANOVA in the
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analysis section of the methods chapter, both tests were used according to the
independent variable categories as shown in Table 4.6.
Gender. Independent sample t-test revealed that there was statistically significant
difference between male and female in term of their perception of caring behavior
importance (t=8.40, p<.00). Female students reported higher perception of caring
performance than male nursing students.
Years of Study. Independent t-test was conducted to reveal that first year student
perceived higher importance for caring behaviors than fourth years students with
statistically significant differences between them (t= 3.63, p < 0.01).
University Types. Independent sample t-test revealed that there was statistically
significant difference between governmental and private university students in term of
their perception of caring behavior importance. Private university students reported
higher mean score for caring performance than governmental university.
Marital Status. One-way ANOVA showed that there were statistically
significant differences in caring performance perception mean score based on the marital
status of undergraduate nurses. Therefore, it was followed by Bonferroni multiple
comparison tests to determine which specific pairs were significantly different. The post
hoc tests revealed that married students had significant higher CBA mean score than
single and divorced nursing students. Also, no significant difference found between
divorced and single nursing students.
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The Relationship of Demographic Characteristic of Nursing Students with
Importance of Caring Dimensions
Table 4.7 The Relationship of Demographic Characteristic of Nursing Students
with Importance of Caring Behaviors
Variable
CBA

Gender of Participant

Marital status

Years of Study

University Type

CBA

Gender

Marital status

Years of study

r

.516**

.348**

-.238**

Sig

.000

.000

.001

r

.516**

.115

-.188**

Sig.

.000

.105

.008

r

.348**

.115

-.202**

Sig.

.000

.105

.004

r

-.238**

-.188**

-.202**

Sig.

.001

.008

.004

r

.238**

.200**

.057

-.152*

Sig.

.001

.005

.422

.032

As shown in Table 4.7, caring behaviors assessment (CBA) presented to have significant
moderate positive correlation with gender of participant (r= 0.516, p<0.01), which mean
that female perceived higher caring behaviors importance than male nursing students.
While married nurses’ students perceived higher importance than single students (r=
0.348, p<0.01). Moreover, significant negative moderate correlation was found among
first and fourth years nursing students, first year nursing students perceived higher
importance of caring behaviors. While private university students perceived higher
caring behaviors importance.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
This study describes the nursing students’ caring performance in their first and
fourth years of study. Moreover, this study explored the correlation between this variable
and the students’ socio-demographic characteristics. In this chapter, the outcomes are
discussed within the context of existing literature and the implications and
recommendations for nursing students in the field of research, education, and practice are
presented.
Participants’ response rate in this study varied. The high response rate of nursing
students (90%) could be attributed to the time of data collection; the best time was when
nursing students had free time between their lectures as coordinated with the vice dean of
nursing faculty in each of the participated university.
5.1 Caring Performance as Perceived by Nursing Students
The current study reports average level of caring performance as perceived by
student in nursing faculties. Among the top 10 important nursing caring behaviors, four
items were from human needs assistance subscale, which was classified as the highest
important subscale mean. These items were “know how to handle equipment”, “give
treatments and medications on time”, “keeps the patient’s family informed of his/her
progress”, and “knows how the patient feels”. Such findings were consistent with Lash
(2008) in classifying the human needs assistance as the most important subscale as
perceived by nurses in Jordan. Moreover, Lash reported four items of human needs
assistance subscale as the most important. Two of these four items were equivalent to our
study’s items: “knows how to handle equipment without causing harm” and “gives the
patient his treatments/ medications on time”. While two items differed, which were
“knows when it is necessary to call the doctor” and “is gentle when giving injections” but
still within the same subscale.
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Even though, Sayyah (2014) reported that humanism/ faith-hope/ sensitivity to be
the most important subscale, the human needs assistance was reported as second important
subscale as perceived by Jordanian nurses; still two items from human needs assistance
were perceived within the top ten important caring behaviors. One of these two items has
an equivalent in our study among nursing students: “Give patient treatment and
medication on time”. Omari and others found the human needs assistance to be the third
most important level as perceived by coronary care nurses in Jordan. In Omari study, the
researchers did not report any item from human needs assistance within the 10 most
important caring behaviors; while teaching learning subscale was classified as the most
important subscale (Omari, AbuAlRub, &Ayasreh, 2013). On the other hand, the current
study classifies teaching learning as the fourth important subscale. These differences in
classification might be due to the fact that the nursing students was chosen from large and
accredited universities which concentrated in their curriculum in the critical caring
behaviors of the students in all areas stable and critically ill patients whereas the nurses
recruited in and colleagues’ study were from the Coronary Care Unit which included
stable coronary patients.
Youssef and colleagues (2013) in a study conducted in Saudi Arabia has reported
the humanism/ faith-hope/ sensitivity as the most important subscale. Although the human
needs assistance is the second least important subscale in their study, two items from the
top ten perceived important caring behaviors were from the human assistance needs
similar to the current nursing students’ perception; “give patient treatment and medication
on time” and “know how to handle equipment without harm” (Youssef, Mansour,
Ayasreh, & Al-Mawajdeh, 2013). Another study finding was similar in these two items is
found in Tanta (Morsi & Sabra, 2013). Although Bucco (2015) measured the perception of
caring behaviors among the emergency department nurses in the USA, using an
instrument other than the CBA tool, the dimension of technical skills was highlighted as
the most important caring behavior in accordance with the current study’s dimension
(Bucco, 2015)
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Accordingly, out of the seven CBA subscales, nursing students perceived that
human needs assistance subscale to be among the highest three important subscales which
is accordance with our study’s findings where it is stated to be the most important one.
The justification could be that most of human needs assistance items that reflect technical
skills came from the teaching effectiveness of nursing instructors during the clinical
practice courses, like informing the doctor of patients’ progress, using equipment, giving
injections or medications, and knowing how the patient feels by pain assessment. Nursing
students perceived that their duty often depend on treatment of the disease model rather
than other aspects of care and any error during demonstrating these skills will be
prevented immediately because it will be clearly identified and observed, which was
consistent with Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs (Maslow, 1943) . This perception was
supported by Jean Watson’s theory of human caring, when she differentiated between
curing in medicine by applying these technical skills and caring in nursing which includes
all dimensions of care for the body, mind and soul and not the human needs alone. Watson
included Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs as a part of her theory to apply curing
concept adding to that the other dimensions of caring (Watson, 2012). Therefore, the
nursing profession still needs more attention paid to the holistic care approach during
teaching curriculum at the universities.
The perception of caring behaviors importance among all of the reviewed studies
were similar to the current study in two out of ten most important caring behavior items;
the first is the item of “treat patient with respect” from the humanism/ faith-hope/
sensitivity, and the second is the item of “really listen to patient when he/she talks” from
supportive/ corrective/ protective subscale (Lash, 2008; Morsi & Sabra, 2013; Omari,
AbuAlRub, &Ayasreh, 2013; Sayyah, 2014; Youssef, Mansour; Ayasreh, & AlMawajdeh, 2013). These interesting findings could be explained by the nurses’
understanding of cultural values of Arab and Jordanian students and patients’ cultures.
The item listed as most important was “respect the patient’s modesty;” which means
giving privacy to the patient to be covered and respecting the patient during care
provision. This item could be justified by the rules of cultural aspects; especially in
determining the limits between different genders. Moreover, in the Jordanian Arab culture,
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it is not permitted to build a therapeutic relationship between a nurse or nursing students in
clinical practice and a patient of different genders without having any family connections
(Gharaibeh & Al-Maaitah, 2002). Adding to that; listening to patients and their families is
considered a great form of respect, where a patients has the right to be respected and
listened to just like any other individual. The anxiety level of the patients could be
suppressed simply by allowing them to communicate with the health care providers;
including nursing students, who usually spend more time communicating with them
directly more than doing physical care.
On the other hand, the nursing students’ perception of caring behaviors importance
in this study was inconsistent with other studies, considering the items: “Reassure patient”
from humanism/faith-hope subscale, and “answer quickly when patient need” from
helping/trust subscale. Those two items were listed among the top ten important behaviors
in this study, while they had no place in the most important items according to the other
studies (Lash, 2008; Sayyah, 2014; Omari, AbuAlRub, &Ayasreh, 2013). These
differences could be because Lash study was observational study for ward nurses while
our study was among nursing students and they had not the direct contact with patients all
the time, our study was self-reported questionnaire from the nursing students, While
Sayyah did self-reported questionnaire forward nurses not students of nursing. Omari and
colleagues collected self-reported questionnaires from stable coronary care nurses which
is considered less stressful area than other clinical areas.
This variety of classifying the caring behaviors importance could be explained by
the recruited sample and area of study. In this study, the participants were nursing students
who do not provide care for patients using a case method of assignment not as floor
nurses; whereas all of the previously discussed studies recruited the sample from floor
nurses and not students.
Diversities were found in ranking the second perceived importance subscale.
Supportive/ protective/ corrective environment had high level of caring performance with
a mean score of (3.70). This finding is consistent with Lash (2008) in ranking this subscale
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as the second important level but with a lower mean score of (3.20); it was classified
within the average level of caring performance. Sayyah (2014) reported supportive/
protective/ corrective subscale to be at the third level of caring importance with a high
mean score of (4.25) similar to this study by reporting high level of caring performance.
While numerous studies reported this subscale to be at the fifth rank of CBA subscales as
perceived by nurses, its’ items still take a place in the most ten important nursing care
behaviors (Okpe, 2014; Omari, AbuAlRub, &Ayasreh, 2013; and Morsi & Sabra, 2013).
Two items from supportive/protective / corrective subscale were perceived within
the most important caring behaviors and both were classified as high level of caring
performance mean score. Moreover, one of these items “respect patients’ modesty like
keep the patient covered” was the most important caring behavior as perceived by nurses
in this study and similar to Sayyah’s (2014) study, which reported it as the third important
item. The second one is “gives the patient his/her pain medication when he/she needs it”
that was similarly reported within the most importance behaviors by Lash and Sayyah
studies (Lash, 2008; and Sayyah, 2014).
Strong agreement was found in classifying the least caring behaviors subscales and
items as perceived by nurses. Existential/ phenomenological/ spiritual subscale reported an
average level of mean score (3.14). It has three items perceived as the least important
subscale in the current study, which is similar to numerous other studies (Sayyah, 2014;
Omari, AbuAlRub, &Ayasreh, 2013; Youssef, Mansour, Ayasreh, & Al-Mawajdeh, 2013;
Morsi & Sabra, 2013). Another recent study was conducted among Nigerian tertiary care
nurses and found a consistent result in the existential/ phenomenological/ spiritual
subscale to be the least one (Okpe, 2014). The current study found one item out of three
items of this subscale “Helps the patient feel well about himself/herself” within the least
important caring behaviors. This finding is consistent with Lash (2008) in addition to
another two items that were not reported in our study as the least important items.
Although the existential/ phenomenological/ spiritual subscale is listed as the least
important as perceived by nursing students, it should be noted that it has an average level
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of mean score of (3.14). Helping/ trust subscale was ranked as the sixth important subscale
and the second least CBA subscale with an average caring performance level. Also, five
out of ten least important items were from this subscale which was similar to the findings
of Omari and colleagues (2013). This finding is congruent with Sayyah (2014) and Lash
(2008) in ranking helping/ trust subscale as the sixth most important, and four out of ten
least important items from this subscale are also congruent with our study. On the other
hand, Sayyah (2014) had different findings and reported a higher caring performance level
than this study according to the previously illustrated criteria. This concludes that the
nursing students in Jordan have barriers to accomplish therapeutic relationship with
patients during their clinical practice courses. This could be because this study was
conducted in among nursing students since they have less time to deal with patients than
other recruited nurses.
There are also some congruent findings between the current study and the study of
Omari and colleagues (2013) which was in classifying five out of ten items most
important same as the current study. This congruency could be explained by the fact that
their studies were conducted in educational hospitals where there are educational training
programs in integration with practice, whereas the current study was conducted in private
and governmental nursing students.
5.2 Differences among Nursing Students in the Perception of Caring Behavior
based on Their Characteristics
The current study found significant differences in the perception of caring
behaviors among the nursing students depending on their characteristics (gender, marital
status, years of study, university type). These findings however, contradicts with Sayyah
(2014) and Omari et al (2013) which found no statistically significant differences in the
CBA mean score on all of this study’s characteristics. This contradiction could be justified
by the sample recruited; Sayyah (2014) recruits the medical surgical floor nurses who
perform care to conscious oriented and mostly independent patients. While the current
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study recruits nursing students who did not perform care to patients in direct care without
help from staff nurses.
In Jordan, the nursing profession was classified as a female career until the late
90s. The rising numbers of male nurses opened doors for them to enter the field of health
care delivery and education (Al Maaitah & Shokeh, 2009; Ahmad & Alasad, 2007). In the
current study, male nursing students perceived a lower mean of caring performance than
female nursing students. This difference could be explained by the Jordanian Islamic
religion and culture; female patients usually request that the care is provided to them by
female nurses or students, especially in the ICUs when they need to be provided with
holistic care and to maintain the respect and privacy of the patients. This is also true for
male patients who prefer male nurses (Ahmad & Dardas, 2016).
Regarding the years of study first years of study perceived higher importance of
caring behaviors than fourth years students. This could be rationalized from that the first
degree students are more initiative to learn and to practice in clinical areas during clinical
courses time. Moreover, married students reported higher caring importance than single,
may be because they have more experience in their life events than single students.
Regarding the university type of study perceived governmental and private
university students in term of their perception of caring behavior importance. Private
university students reported higher mean score for caring performance than governmental
university.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1. Conclusion
This study investigated the caring performance as perceived by nursing students.
Findings showed that nursing students reported an average level of caring performance
perception, statistically significant correlation found between nursing students’ perception
of caring behaviors and demographic characters as gender, years of study, university type,
and marital status.
6.2. Recommendations
This study recommends that educators to follow Watson’s theory of human caring
in holistic care approach of teaching for their nursing students which will contribute to a
high quality of care provided.
6.2.1 Implications and Recommendations in Practice
This study can prove the growing awareness for the concept of care over the last
two decades among the Jordanian nursing students. Furthermore, the study investigated
the nursing care performance and from the perspective of the Jordanian culture which is
different from other cultures. With the intention of improving the quality of care
provided, this study explained the nursing students’ perception of caring behaviors
which is considered as a baseline data for evidence based practice because the students
of these days are the staff nurses who will apply these caring behaviors tomorrow.
Nursing students can participate in educational programs to learn how to be
authentically presented in the term of care with the integration of physical and emotional
concepts and not curing the human body alone using technical skills during their clinical
practice curriculum and activities.
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6.2.2 Implications and Recommendations in Education
Findings of this study could be implied in education by the integration of caring
theory in the nursing curriculum. Student of nursing should be taught to value the
holistic care approach during dealing with patients. Also, this result could enrich the
educators with updated knowledge about the awareness of the concept of care and they
can focus on such study with the students to enhance their perception of treating the
patient from all dimensions of health: physical, psychological, emotional, and cognitive.
Moreover, continuous educational departments in each hospital could have a
baseline data for the importance of nursing care behaviors to direct the newly hired
nurses from these nursing students in the orientation program by seminars, workshops,
and education sessions on the published articles about caring concept rather than curing
concept.
6.2.3 Implications and Recommendations in Policy
Administrators in health care settings play an important role in directing the
regulations of nursing practice towards the best in order to achieve high quality of
patients’ care. The policy makers could highlight the strategies or standards for the
nursing students to improve their organization because they are the future of hired nurses
in their health care facilities. Improving the caring behaviors of nursing students under
the guidance of policy will certainly improve the quality of care provided by decreasing
unintended consequences which will decrease the economical burdens of the hospital.
This study recommends the health care facility administrators to apply Watson’s
theory of human caring as an ethical guidance in providing care to patients. For
example, illustrated resources like brochures, pamphlets about the caring concepts
depending on Theory of Human Caring can be distributed among nurses to introduce the
theory to them in order to change the nurses attitude toward caring concept from
theoretical to operational level.
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6.2.4 Implications and Recommendations for Future Researches
The results of this study is a baseline data for future studies in the field of the
perception of nursing students of the caring performance. Furthermore, clarifying the
differences in the culture of nursing students care perception nationally as well as
internationally depending on the carative factors of Watson’s Theory. So, future
researchers could take into consideration the importance of understanding the patient’s
culture and providing them with care accordingly; with respect to the cultural
differences in order to provide culturally sensitive care.
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Appendix 1: Permission from Tools’ Author
October 12, 2016
Dear Researcher,
Thank you for your interest in the Caring Behaviors Assessment. Enclosed is a copy of
the tool and additional information regarding its development. Please feel free to use the
CBA. In return, we ask that you acknowledge its authorship (reference to the 1988
article in Heart and Lung or the following book chapter is sufficient: Cronin, S.N., &
Lee, B. (2009). Caring behaviors assessment tool. In J. Watson (Ed.), Assessing and
measuring caring in nursing and health science (2nd Ed.). New York: Springer) and,
upon completion of your work, please send us a copy of your abstract. We would also
appreciate the results of any further reliability and validity testing of the CBA.
Additionally, you have our permission to translate the tool into Arabic. We would also
ask that you send us a copy of the translated version so we can share it with future
researchers, if the occasion arises.
We will be most interested in your findings. If we can answer any questions or be of
any further assistance, please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,

Sherill Nones Cronin, PhD, RN, BC
Graduate Nursing Programs Director and
Professor
of
Nursing
Barbara Lee, MSN, RN, BC, CWOCN
Assistant Professor
LANSING SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES
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Appendix 2: Socio-demographic Data Tool for Undergraduate Nursing Students

Dear students;
Please answer the following questions

Gender

a. Male

b. Female

Marital status

a. Single

b. Married

Years of study

a. First year

b. Fourth year

University type

a. Governmental

b. Private
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c. Divorced

Appendix 3: Informed Consent for Nurses students
Consent to Act as A subject In A research Study
Study Title: PERCEPTION of CARING PERFORMANCE among JORDANIAN
UNDERGRADUATE NURSING STUDENTS ACCORDING to WATSON
THEORY
Study Aim: The main aim of this study is to explore the perception of undergraduate
nurses students with the care concept depending on Watsons’ Theory of Human Caring.
The objectives of this study are to explore the caring performance level among nurses
students based on Jean Watson’s Theory of Human Caring in their clinical practice in
Jordanian universities.
Why I have being asked to participate in this research study? You are being asked to
participate in this study because you have the inclusion criteria such as; a nurse student
in Jordanian university, minimum of two semesters in university nursing faculty, and
you can write and read Arabic language.
What I shall do? If you agree to take part in this study, you will be asked to fill two
parts of a questionnaire; The first part includes the socio-demographic data, and the
second one contains the Arabic version of Caring Behavior Assessment tool . the
researcher are available to answer any question related to the questionnaire.
Is the collected data will be treated confidentially? you will be informed regarding the
privacy and confidentiality of the study (a) all of given information is only for the
research purpose and no one other than the researcher can access it (b) questionnaire will
be given to them with closed envelop and get back in closed envelop.
What is the expected risks of participating in this study? There are no risks during
your participating in the study.
Can I withdraw from the study without any risks? The participation is totally
voluntary without any risk of participation or withdrawal from the study. You can
withdraw from the study at any time without any physical or emotional harm. Refused
participation in this study will not affect your studying in university. And you have the
right to unresponsive for any question of the questionnaire.
How much time I need to fill the questionnaire? If you decide to participate in the
study; the questionnaire need from 15-20 minutes to be filled in.
Could I informed about the result of this study? At any time you can contact with the
researcher at the title below to get any further information about the study result.
Voluntary Concent
All of the above questions had been explained to me and all of my questioned had been
answered. I understand that I am encouraged to ask any current and future questions
about this study at any time to the researcher. By signing this form, I agree to participate
in this research study. A copy of this consent form will be given to me.
__________________
___________________
Participant Signature
Researcher Signature
Date: _______________
Date: ___________
Researcher Principal :Arafat Abu Shunnar
Faculty of Nursing-Near East University .Tel: 00962 77 6602847 Email:
arafatahmad85@yahoo.com
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TITLE:
AUTHORS:

Appendix 4 :Caring Behaviors Assessment Tool
Caring Behaviors Assessment (CBA)
Sherill Nones Cronin, RNC, PhD, Barbara Harrison, RNC, MSN

Development of the CBA
The Caring Behaviors Assessment (CBA) was developed to assess the relative
contribution of identified nursing behaviors to the patient's sense of feeling cared for and
about.
The original CBA listed 61 nursing behaviors ordered in seven subscales which are
congruent with Watson's carative factors. The subscales, with their respective item
numbers and corresponding reliabilities, are:
Subscale

Items

Cronbach’s alpha

Humanism/Faith-hope/
Sensitivity

1-16

.84

Helping-trusting

17-27

.76

Expression of positive/
negative feelings

28-31

.67

Teaching-learning

32-39

.90

40-49

.79

Human needs assistance

52-60

.89

Existential-phenomenologicalspiritual forces

61-63

.66

Supportive, protective,
corrective environment
(Items 50 and 51 added
after initial study)
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CARING BEHAVIORS ASSESSMENT TOOL

Listed below are things nurses might do or say to make the patient feel cared for and
about. Please decide how often you think each activity is occurring during your caring
for patient during hospitalization. For each item, indicate if it would be:
1 = (N) never, 2 = (R) rarely, 3 = (O) occasionally, 4 = (F) frequently, and 5 (A)
always.
The items are sub-categorized according to the carative factors of Jean Watson’s human
caring theory
1 – 15 (carative factors 1-3)
N
1.
Treats the patient as an individual.
(CF1)
Tries to see things from the patient’s point
of view.
(CF3)
3.
Knows what she is doing.
(CF3)
4. Reassures the patient.
(CF3)
Makes the patient feel that someone is there if
“he/she” need’s them.
(CF1)
Encourages the patient to believe in him/her
self.
(CF2)
Points out positive things about the patient
and his/her condition.
(CF2)
8.
Praises the patient’s efforts.
(CF2)
Asks the patient how he/she likes things
done.
(CF3)
Understand me
11. Accepts the patient the way He/she is. (CF3)
12.Is sensitive to the patient’s feelings and
moods.
(CF3)
13. Is kind to the patient
(CF1)
Knows when the patient has "had enough"
and acts accordingly
(CF3)
(For example, limiting visitors)
15.
Maintains a calm manner.
(CF3)
16.
Treats the patient with respect.
(CF1)
Helping-Trust/Acceptance
17 – 27 (carative factor 4)
17.Really listens to the patient when he/she talks.
Humanism/Faith-Hope/Sensitivity

R

O

18. Accepts the patient’s feelings without
judging him/her.
19.Comes into the patient’s room, just to check
on him/her.
20.Talks to the patient about his/her life outside
the hospital.
Asks the patient what he/she likes to be
called.
22.
Introduces her self to the patient.

1 = (N) never, 2 = (R) rarely, 3 = (O) occasionally, 4 = (F) frequently, and 5 (A) always.
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F

A

N
R
23.Answers quickly when the patient calls for
her.
Gives the patient her full attention when with
him/her.
Visits the patient if he/she is moved to
another hospital unit.
Touches the patient when he/she needs it for
comfort as culture values permits
27. Does what she said will do (keeps her
promise).
Expression of positive/negative feelings 28 – 31 (carative factor 5)
28Encourages the patient to talk about how
he/she feels.
Doesn't become upset when the patient is
angry.
30.
Helps the patient understand his/her feelings.

O

F

A

Doesn't give up on the patient if he/she is
difficult to get along with.
Teaching/Learning 31 – 38 (carative factor 7)
32.Encourages the patient to ask questions about
his/her illness and treatment.
33.Asks the patient what he/she wants to know
about his/her health/illness.
34.
Teaches the patient about his/her illness.
35.Asks the patient questions to be sure he/she
understands.
36.
Answers the patient’s questions clearly.
37.Helps the patient set realistic goals for his/her
health.
38.Helps the patient plan ways to meet those
goals.
39.Helps the patient plan for his/her discharge
from the hospital.
Supportive/Protective/Corrective environment 40 -50
(carative factor 8)
40.Tells the patient what to expect during the
day.
41.Understands when the patient needs to be
alone.
42.Offers things (position changes, blankets,
back- rub, lighting, etc.) to make the patient be more
comfortable.

1 = (N) never, 2 = (R) rarely, 3 = (O) occasionally, 4 = (F) frequently, and 5 (A) always.
N
R
O
F
43.Leaves the patient’s room neat after working
with him/her.
44.Explains safety precautions to the patient and
his family.
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A

45. Gives the patient his/her pain medication
when he/she needs it.
46.Encourages the patient to do what he/she can,
for him/her self.
47.Respects the patient’s modesty (for example,
keeping him/her covered).
48.Checks with the patient before leaving the
room to be sure the patient has everything he/she needs
within reach.
49.
gentle with the patient.
50.
cheerful.
Human needs assistance 51 – 59 (carative factor 9)
51.
Helps the patient with his/her care until
he/she is able to do it for him/her self
52. Is gentle when giving injections, starting
I.Vs etc.
53.Knows how to handle equipment without
causing harm, (for example, monitors)
54.Gives the patient his/her treatments and
medications on time
55.Keeps the patient’s family informed of his/her
progress.
56.Lets the patient’s family visit as much as
possible, without violating hospital policy
57.
Checks the patient’s condition very closely.
58.Helps the patient feel like he/she has some
control.
59. Knows when it's necessary to call the doctor.
Existential/Phenomenological/Spiritual 60 – 63 (carative factor 10)
60.
Seems to know how the patient feels.
61.
Respect’s the patient’s past experiences.
62.
Helps the patient feel well about him/her self.
63. Considers the patient’s spiritual needs.
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أداة تقييم سلوكيات الرعاية التمريضية
مدرج أدناه أشياء يقوم هاوا ممرر/الممرر /وو وم أال  ،ود دودد مود أ ريوو نوا هنود موت ممةنومد ممااميوو ها وا دم
ممرقياس ممر،/ق علرا هأن  1ت ني مأل ا أ ريو ال  5مألنث /أ ريو أال مام جد مهامنسةو مك:
مم/جاء ال ع دمئ/ة على مم /م ممذي يةيت أ ريو نا ،ق/ة مك
مأل ا أ ريو
مألنث /أ ريو
1
2
3
4
5
5
4
3
2
1
أعاما ممر/يض نف/د)(Individual
1
5
4
3
2
1
أداالل أن أر مألشياء نرا ي/م ا ممر/يض
2
5
4
3
2
1
أع/ف ما أ ،ا
3
5
4
3
2
1
أطرئت ممر/يض
4
5
4
3
2
1
أج ا ممر/يض يش  /أننا ممجمدالن مت أجله عند داجاه مي
5
5
4
3
2
1
أشجع ممر/يض على أ ريو مممثمق الم عاقاد هنفسه
6
5
4
3
2
1
أشي /إمى ممنقاط مإليجاهيو عند ممر/يض ال عت داماه
7
5
4
3
2
1
أثني على جامد ممر/يض
8
5
4
3
2
1
أ،ام ممر/يض
9
5
4
3
2
1
 10أ أل ممر/يض نيف يحب م ممر أن تُ را مه
5
4
3
2
1
 11أتقةا ممر/يض نرا م
5
4
3
2
1
أنمن دسا ا ً مرشاع /المزمج ممر/يض
³
5
4
3
2
1
 13أنمن مطيف المقدر ملر/يض
5
4
3
2
 14أعلوووم ماوووى يمووومن ممرووو/يض ووود ال وووا إموووى درجوووو عووود م داروووال 1
الأتص/ف هناء ً عليه مثال  :تحديد عدد ممزالمر
5
4
3
2
1
 15أدا،ظ على مماص/ف هط/يقو ادئو
5
4
3
2
1
 16أعاما ممر/يض هادا/م
5
4
3
2
1
 17أنصت ملر/يض عندما ياحدث
5
4
3
2
1
 18أتقةا مشاع /ممر/يض دالن ممحمم علياا
5
4
3
2
1
 19آتي إمى غ،/و ممر/يض مدطرئنان عليه ،قط
5
4
3
2
1
 20أتحدث مع ممر/يض عت دياته خارج ممرساشفى
5
4
3
2
1
 21أ أل ممر/يض هراذم يحب أن أناديه
5
4
3
2
1
 22أ م هاما /يف عت نفسي ملر/يض
5
4
3
2
1
 23أ اجيب هس/عه عندما يناديني ممر/يض
5
4
3
2
1
 24أعي /ممر/يض م ناةاه ممماما عندما أنمن م ه
5
4
3
2
1
 25أزالر ممر/يض عندما يناقا إمى سم أخ، /ي ممرساشفى
5
4
3
2
1
 26أرهت على ممر/يض ديت يحااج ملا فيف عنه ال رمداه
5
4
3
2
1
 27أ ،ا ما م مل
5
4
3
2
1
 28أشجع ممر/يض على مماحدث هرا يش  /هه
5
4
3
2
1
أ ااء عندما يغضب ممر/يض
29
5
4
3
2
1
 30أ اعد ممر/يض على ،ام مشاع/ه
5
4
3
2
1
أش  /ها اسد عندما يممن ممر/يض ب ممر/مس
31
5
4
3
2
1
 32أشجع ممر/يض على ط/ح مأل ئلو مم ا و هر /ه العدجه
5
4
3
2
1
 33أجاالب على أ ئلو ممر/يض هم مح
5
4
3
2
1
 34أثقف ممر/يض عت م /ه
5
4
3
2
1
 35أ أل ممر/يض أ ئلو ممي أتأند أنه ،ام ما لاه مه
5
4
3
2
 36أ أل ممر/يض عت ماذم يحب أن ي /ف عت داماه ممصحيهلممر /يو 1
5
4
3
2
1
 37أ اعد ممر/يض على ال ع أ دمف الم يه خا ه هصحاه
5
4
3
2
1
 38أ اعد ممر/يض على ال ع خطو ماحقيق ذه مأل دمف
5
4
3
2
 39أ وواعد ممروو/يض علووى ال ووع خطووو مم وو/الج مووت ممرساشووفى مرا ه وود 1

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

ممرساشفى)
1
أخة /ممر/يض ماذم يرمت أن يام ع خدل يممه ،ي ممرساشفى
1
أ،ام ممر/يض عندما ي/يد أن يممن ممدده
تغييوو1 /
أ ووم علووى عوو/ا التقووديم م شووياء ملروو/يض مووثد ه صووم
ممم يو ممةطانيات عرا مساج ملظا /مإل اءة ...ممخ) الذمك مموي
يممن ممر/يض م/تادا أنث/
5
4
3
2
1
أت/ك غ،/و ممر/يض م/تةو ه د تقديم مإلج/مءمت مم ا و مه
5
4
3
2
أشوو/ح ملروو/يض الم ائلاوووه م داياطووات ممم ائيوووو مداياطووات مألموووت 1
الممسدمو)
5
4
3
2
1
أ م هإعطاء ممر/يض أداليو مألمم عندما يحااجاا
5
4
3
2
أشجع ممر/يض على عرا مألشياء هنفسه عندما يممن ها اطاعاه ذمك 1
5
4
3
2
1
أدا /تمم ع دياء) ممر/يض مثا ممةقاء على ممر/يض مغطى
5
4
3
2
أتأند أن نا مألشياء مماي يحااجاا ممر/يض /يةو مت ماناالل يوده ةوا 1
مغادرة غ،/اه
5
4
3
2
1
أرمعي مداياجات ممر/يض مم/الدانيو
5
4
3
2
1
منا مطيفلمطيفه مع ممر/يض
5
4
3
2
1
أنمن مةااجا ً هشمشا ُ)
5
4
3
2
1
أ اعد ممر/يض ،ي تلةيو مداياجاته محيت يساطيع تلةيااا هنفسه
5
4
3
2
1
أع/ف نيفيو إعطاء ممحقت مممريديو .....ممخ
5
4
3
2
1
أع/ف نيفيو مما اما مع مألدالمت مثا أجازة ممر/م ةو
5
4
3
2
1
أ م هإعطاء ممر/يض مم دج الم داليو ،ي ال ااا ممرنا ب
5
4
3
2
1
أهقي عائلو ممر/يض على علم هاطمر ال ه ممصحي
5
4
3
2
1
أ رح م ائلو ممر/يض هزيارته در مإلممان
5
4
3
2
1
أ م هاماحقق مت دامو ممر/يض هد و العت /ب
5
4
3
2
أ اعد ممر/يض على أن يش  /هأنه مديه ه ض ممسويط/ة علوى ال و ه 1
ممصحي
5
4
3
2
1
أع/ف ماى يممن م تصال هامطةيب /الري
5
4
3
2
1
مهدي ملر/يض أنني أع/ف نيف يش /
5
4
3
2
1
أ اعد ممر/يض هأن ي /أن تجارهه ممساهقو مارو
5
4
3
2
1
أ اعد ممر/يض أن يش  /ش مر جيد عت نفسه
ا يمجد ناك أشياء أخ /يرموت ملر/الممرر /وو أن يف لاوا أال يقمماوا داوى يشو  /ممرو/يض هام/عايوو هوه
المه؟ الإن الجد ما ي؟
2
2
2

61

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5
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